Ghostscape

When a young Somali girl named Aisha
comes across pale, skinny Richard in a stall
in the school bathroom, shes as surprised to
meet a boy from the 1940s as he is to see a
black girl wearing a headscarf. The stalls
door opened onto a time warp, transporting
Aisha back 60 years to the Blitz, when her
school was a sanctuary for Londoners
fleeing the bombing. But Richard soon
becomes more than just a friendly ghost he
becomes a real friend, helping Aisha
confront her difficulties at home, where
shes torn between two cultures, and at
school, where a bullying classmate makes
her life miserable. Curious to know more
about Richards world, she researches the
history of her neighborhood during the
Blitz. When she discovers what is about to
happen, she knows she must warn Richard
... but how? Inspired by the 1940 bombing
of the South Hallsville Primary School,
Ghostscape weaves a realistic story about
bullying and self-identity into an intriguing
and absorbing time-travel adventure.

Ghostscape 2 - The Cabin, a free online Adventure game brought to you by Armor Games. You have to investigate and
gather evidence about Ghostscape Walkthrough - A Quick and Easy to follow Ghostscape Walkthrough: 1. Grab the
crowbar on the right side 2. Use the crowbar toGhostscape: Explore an old abandoned house in search of paranormal
activity in this point-and-click adventure game. (13+) - 15 min - Uploaded by Luke VermillionThis is a walkthrough for
the very creepy and awesome game, Ghostscape 2: The Cabin - 8 min - Uploaded by MZWalkthroughsGhotscape 1 , o
primero jogo da serie ghotscape , ha 3 partes ate agora. Link : http://www - 10 min - Uploaded by Robson
HolandaGhostscape - Gameplay. Robson Holanda. Loading Unsubscribe from Robson Holanda Point & Click
Adventure Halloween Escape Horror Scary Hidden Object. Ghostscape is a scary point and click adventure where you
have to collect evidence of paranormal activity in a spooky old house, find diary pages to reveal the backstory and
perform an occult ceremony with 5 - 17 min - Uploaded by PhantomDarkness135100% Completion? Nailed it. Game
Link: http:///play/ adventure/1183.htm - 10 min - Uploaded by BeybladeGhostScape the Cabin..the official
walkthrough! Ghostscape the cabin -The Official - 9 min - Uploaded by Zahalka BenceAn escape game on
Kongregate.Ghostscape: Escape from the scary house. - Ghostscape is one of our selected Escape Games. Play
Ghostscape for Free, and Have Fun!Download this game from Microsoft Store for Windows 10 Mobile, Windows
Phone 8.1, Windows Phone 8. See screenshots, read the latest customer reviews, - 16 min - Uploaded by
OutlawGamesGhostscape, the online game. Check out my other videos and subscribe! No commentary. Game - 21 min
- Uploaded by yamimashIf you enjoyed please hit the LIKE button it really helps me out! Twitter: http://www.
Ghostscape is an creepy adventure developed by. PLAY. Move through the house as you go room by room looking for a
way out. Watch out for creepy ghosts.Capture evidence of ghosts and escape the house Ghostscape: Ghostscape, a new
escape game by Psionic, is just chock full of supernatural goodness. You play a veteran investigator of the
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